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A Week in December Synopsis 

A Week in December takes place during the space of one week shortly before 

Christmas 2007. The novel revolves around the lives of seven characters, their 

friends and family, and spans the length and breadth of London. As the characters 

struggle to deal with the complexity of their lives their actions are intricately 

interwoven with each other – often without their knowledge.  

The book opens with the planning of a Christmas dinner party by Sophie Topping 

the wife of an up-and-coming MP and concludes around the MP Lance Topping’s 

dinner table around which most of the main characters are seated. In the days 

between we meet the various characters in their daily lives and witness their reaction 

to the demands of the city in which they live.  

Hedge fund manager John Veals is a character who likes to shape his own destiny.  

Over the space of the novel we see him successfully bring down a major UK bank 

through a carefully timed leak of illicitly gathered inside information. Operating from 

his office in Old Pye Street, with his specially tailored suit cut to hide his five mobile 

phones, necessary for his clandestine operations, Veals believes he is invulnerable 

and lives to amass incomprehensible wealth.  His stick-thin, lonely, Chablis-sipping 

wife neglects their son, Finbar, leaving him to spend all of his time in his room 

watching endless TV and smoking skunk. Finbar Veals starts the novel a bored and 

isolated young man and concludes the novel in a psychiatric hospital as a result of 

smoking too much dope. His drug-induced psychosis shocks his mother out of her 

own isolation and promises a better relationship for mother and son.  However, we 

never find out if Finbar is going to fully recover.  

In another strand of the novel we meet train driver Jenni Fortune, a solitary young 

woman who spends her evenings reading novels and living in an alternative reality 

online. Her story collides with melancholy, single barrister Gabriel Northwood when 

he is instructed to defend her in an Underground suicide case. Over the course of 

the seven days their professional relationship blossoms into a romantic relationship. 

At the end of the novel Gabriel attends the dinner party but spends the evening 

thinking about the texts exchanged with Jenni arranging their next meeting. 

Bitter book reviewer R. Tranter is a frustrated would-be novelist. He vents his 

jealousy of popular contemporary writers with venomous reviews, many 

anonymously published in the aptly titled Toad. During the novel he loses a major 

book prize having vainly antagonised one of the jury members, Alexander Sedley.  

At the other end of the financial sector from John Veals, he supplements his meagre 

wage by correcting school teachers’ grammar and giving a crash-course in 

contemporary literature to chutney tycoon Farooq al-Rashid.  

Whilst Farooq is learning contemporary literature in preparation for his meeting with 

the Queen to receive at  OBE his son Hassan is preparing to blow up a London 

institution. Over the course of the week we chart his actions and motivations which 

work towards the day of the planned bombing - the last day of the novel. 
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Our cast of characters is concluded with Polish footballer ‘Spike’ Borowski, who we 

see trying to make his mark in his first Premier League season.  His beautiful 

girlfriend Olya, has a modelling past and features on erotic websites. Her 

appearance as Spike’s partner at the Toppings’ dinner party shocks and excites a 

number of the male guests, not least John Veals who regularly visits the website on 

which she appears. 

The novel takes place at the point when our banking system is just about to cause 

the financial crash and much of the novel revolves around finance, money, greed, 

consumerism and the recession. Other major themes explored in the novel include 

terrorism, loneliness, mental illness, boredom, faith, love and escapism. 
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Characters and Setting 

The Veals Family are incredibly rich and mostly unhappy; they live near Holland Park Tube Station. 

John Veals is an obscenely rich, deeply unscrupulous, work obsessed hedge fund manager. 

Humourless and lacking in human warmth he speaks little, has no interests, hates holidays and is 

entirely friendless. 

Vanessa Veals is John’s stick-thin wife. An unhappy woman who spends her days rattling around her 

large home, leaving her children to their own devices and sipping ice-cold white wine in an effort to 

numb her loneliness. 

Finbar Veals is their sixteen year-old son. Addicted to reality TV and skunk, he spends most of his 

time upstairs in his room watching his favourite shows, eating pizza and smoking dope. 

Bella Veals, Finn’s younger sister, is always sleeping over at friends’ houses rather than spending 

time in her unhappy family home. 

Key locations:  

John Veals works in Old Pye Street, Victoria with an office overlooking Westminster Cathedral. 

The Veals live in Holland Park. 

John Veals dines with Vic Small at the Moti Mahal in Waterloo. 

Gabriel and Jennie 

Gabriel Northwood is a melancholy, underworked barrister. His latest case involves TFL and Jennie 

Fortune. 

Adam Northwood, Gabriel’s older brother, suffers from schizophrenia and is in Glendale psychiatric 

hospital . 

Jenni Fortune is a young tube driver who spends her spare time reading books and spending time 

online in an alternative reality game called Parallax. She lives with her younger half-brother Tony. 

Key locations: 

Jennie drives on the Circle and Metropolitan lines and lives in Drayton Green. 

Gabriel lives in a small flat in Chelsea and works in Inner Temple. 

The al-Rashid Family 

Hassan al-Rashid is the son of Farooq and Nasim. Hassan is a young devout Muslim searching for 

meaning in the city. 

Farooq al-Rashid is a self-made businessman who has built a lime pickle empire from his first factory 

in Renfrew, Scotland. He is known as Knocker to his friends. 

Nasim al-Rashid is the wife of Farooq and the mother of Hassan. 

Shahla Hajiani is Hassan’s closest friend, who he meets at college. The daughter of an English 

woman and a Tehran businessman she patiently waits for the day when Hassan notices her as more 

than a friend. 
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Key locations: 

The al-Rashid’s live in Havering-atte-Bower. 

Hassan attends the Pudding Mill Lane Mosque and meets Salim in Bethnal Green where the Muslim 

Youth Coalition is based. 

Shahla lives in Clapham. 

Knocker attends Buckingham Palace to receive his OBE. 

R. Tranter is a bitter, friendless man. A book reviewer who despises all contemporary literature, he is 

tormented by his nemesis, a young, successful and well-liked reviewer and author, Alexander Sedley.  

Alexander Sedley is Ralph Tranter’s rival, a young-educated and ambitious reviewer with far better 

connections than Tranter. 

Key locations: 

Ralph Tranter lives in Ferrer’s End.  

Tadeusz ‘Spike’ Borowski is a Polish footballer newly signed to a London Club.  

Olya is Spike’s Russian girlfriend, a former model who is young and beautiful. 

Key locations: 

Although it is never corroborated Spike Borowski  is probably being signed to Arsenal. 

Olya likes to shop in Sloane Square. 

 

Amanda Malpasse is married to Roger and is friends with Sophie Topping who she met on a charity 

committee.  Amanda and Roger live in a large house in the Chilterns although Amanda loves to visit 

the Fulham Road, London which reminds her of her youth. 

Roger Malpasse is Amanda’s husband, a retired City lawyer who has too much time on his hands and 

fills it with drinking. 

Key locations: 

The Malpasse’s are the only people who don’t live in London. 

Fulham Road – Amanda’s favourite London haunt. 

 

Sophie Topping is the wife of new MP Lance Topping, she is in the process of planning a dinner party 

over the week that the novel takes place.  

Lance Topping is Sophie’s wife and a newly elected MP. He is described by Roger Malpasse as 

‘earnest but a bit dim.’ 

Key locations: 

The Toppings live in North Park 
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Sebastian Faulks Biography   

(An abridged version of the biography on sebastianfaulks.com) 

Sebastian Faulks was born in Donnington, a village near Newbury in Berkshire on April 20, 1953. He 

was the younger son of Peter Faulks (1917-1998) and Pamela, née Lawless (1923-2003).  

Faulks’s mother introduced her sons to books at a young age. She also took them to the theatre and 

to galleries in London. His father was into books only– he liked Trollope, Waugh, Graham Greene.  

In the year between school and university he had studied in Paris and learned to speak French. After 

university he spent a year in Bristol, writing a novel inspired by Dickens and D.H.Lawrence among 

others. At the end of the year, he migrated to London where he found work teaching in a private 

school in Camden Town. 

After two years, he got a job running a small book club called the New Fiction Society which had 

been set up by the Arts Council to stimulate sales of literary fiction. In 1979 Faulks joined the staff of 

the Daily Telegraph as the junior reporter on the diary column. He had also been given work as a 

freelance book reviewer, first at the Sunday Times, then at the Spectator and Books and Bookmen. 

Faulks worked as a feature writer for the Sunday Telegraph from 1983 to 1986, when he went to join 

the Independent as Literary Editor. ‘The Girl at the Lion d’Or came out in 1989. Although it was 

described by one paper as ‘the most raved-about new novel for years’, sales were modest and Faulks 

stayed with the Independent, becoming deputy editor of the Sunday paper when it launched in the 

same year. He left in 1991, following the success of Birdsong, focussing his energies on writing 

books.  

In 1989, he married Veronica Youlten, formerly his assistant on the Independent books pages and 

they have three children. They spent a year in south-west France, near Agen, in 1995-96, while 

Faulks was writing Charlotte Gray, but have lived in London since then. 

Sebastian Faulks was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 1993 and appointed CBE 

for services to literature in 2002. The Tavistock Clinic in association with the University of East 

London awarded him an honorary doctorate for his contribution to the understanding of psychiatry 

in Human Traces. 

Key Discussion questions  

1. Is this novel about escapism? In what ways do the characters retreat from everyday life and 

why is this problematic? 

2. What does the TV show “It’s Madness” reveal about the society Faulks presents in the 

novel? Is there a parallel between the suicide on the show and the impending collapse in the 

financial world? 

3. Many of the characters in the novel are lonely. What do you think is the cause of this and 

how could things be put right? 

4. Faulks chooses to make Jenni a driver on the Circle Line. Why might this be apt? 

5. How does money affect the lives of the individual characters Faulks describes? 

 

 


